
Dear Madeline, 

Thanks for your 7/30. 

In my view i* is never possible for any good to come from fakes, deceptions, mis- 
representations or what is euphemistically called "boiling the pot." We now have this 
utter insanity of Downing dignifying all that Morrow garbage. The end is always the 
destruction of all credibility. On the way the decent ones in the media decide that 
all is insane. So does the Congress. The spooks are the only beneficiaries. 

It takes no more than two prargapha of Morrow's book to know it is not for real. 
Two chapters was more than enough for my stomach. 

I do not know .that you mean by "the recent Dallas indictments" unless you refer to 
those of the Bunt brothers, Foreman et al. 

Of those you cite there is not one whose word I'd take without confirmation. With 
each it is a question of personal experience, and knowledge. 

Tatler that bad, yes. 
What they carried that "vas substantially true" also happens* to have been stolen. They went under from bad management and crookedness. 
I have seen no report of the Bunt suit against Weberman and company. Bare again what I've been telling you. I'd appreciate copies of aey reports you see. 
There is no reasonable possibility the picture is of Bunt. The malice in this and 

the misrepresentation of the pictures in other ways - knowing misrepresentation because he spoke to me before publication and I told hie - are enough to let Hunt, a convicted 
felon and within the meaning of case law a "public figure," win in a lawsuit; 

The whole deal is and from the first was totally irrational, really insane. 
Nemehile, ieberman and his gang of thugs go around Calling  everyone else CIA. 

This include me, not that I care personally, when I spoke at Bunter this past April. They had a disrupter present. 
How these strange people conceive themselves in totally immaterial, as I see it. 
What counts is not what's ep from but that doing no real work they away, to be. 
This taints all when it is least harmful. 
I have never known of a single occasion on which they were ever right; none of which they were not harmful; almost none when their stories were within reason. 
They manage to reach the partly-informed because there are so many people of 

decent concern who are ansipue about truth and what has happened to out country, 
pools who think it may "boil the pot," and people who have no basis in fact at all. 

at uncommonly they lave stumble into material that can have meaning and ruin any 
possibility of rational, effective use. 

Beaune the haste. I've had to undertake other work. I've not been able to do any 
writiageon the book two-third drafted in more than two months. 

Best regards, 
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